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Parallel interfaceDriving interface

Oil, UV
(Solvent *4)Ink type

2477 [μL/sec]/head
(1613 [nL/sec]/nozzle)

Maximum productivity  *1
(Jetting frequency × Drop volume)

7 [m/sec] Jetting velocity  *1 *2

7.5 [kHz] at 10dropsJetting frequency  *1

25 up to 225 [pL] *3  Drop volume  *1

180.0×47.6×123.3 [mm] Dimensions  (W×D×H)

Less than 700 [g]Printhead weight

108.3 [mm]Print width

360 [npi]Native nozzle resolution

1/1Ink inlets/ink outlets

8Number of grey levels

4Numbers of rows

1536Active nozzles

*1 Depend on ink and ink supply system                                                                                                                             Specifications can be modified without prior notice.                
*2 Measured at the point of 3 [mm] from the nozzle
*3 Depend on ink and printhead driving conditions
*4 Under development 
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High productivity
- Maximum 2477uL/sec per head at 10drops 

Wide variation of drop size 
with Grayscale mode

Ink recirculation
- Self-recovery : long-term sustainability
Drop-out nozzles caused by air bubbles 
or impurities recover automatically.
- Ink recirculation flow prevents sedimentation. 
- Recirculation priming : minimal ink waste
- Easy(low) maintenance

Isolated channel technology
- Enables high jetting frequency

Ready-to-use printhead
- The printhead is supplied dry and ready to use.
No flush is required.  

The RC1536-L is designed with industrial scale 
production in mind. The extremely robust and 
highly productive printhead offers improved 
efficiency and has wide applicability throughout 
a range of industries including ceramic tile, 
corrugated cardboard, coatings, etc.  

The “ink recirculation” achieves long term sustainability 
and low-cost operation, ensuring it is suitable for 
continuous operation. Boasting one of the widest 
printheads on the market, the RC1536-L has been 
specially tailored to suit industrial environments.
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NNew Inkjet Printhead 

Recirculation Printhead
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